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Differential interference contrast x-ray microscopy
with twin zone plates
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X-ray imaging in differential interference contrast (DIC) with submicrometer optical resolution was performed
by using a twin zone plate (TZP) setup generating focal spots closely spaced within the TZP spatial resolution
of 160 nm. Optical path differences introduced by the sample are recorded by a CCD camera in a standard
full-field imaging and by an aperture photodiode in a standard scanning transmission x-ray microscope. Ap-
plying this x-ray DIC technique, we demonstrate for both the full-field imaging and scanning x-ray microscope
methods a drastic increase in image contrast (approximately 203) for a low-absorbing specimen, similar to the
Nomarski DIC method for visible-light microscopy. © 2002 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of x rays by Roentgen1 in 1865 demon-
strated immediately their penetration power, which is of
still growing importance for all fundamental and applied
fields of research. From the need for higher optical reso-
lution than that in projection imaging emerged the idea of
soft-x-ray microscopy using photon energies between the
C and O absorption edges.2 With the development of
x-ray microscopes3–7 at second- and third-generation elec-
tron storage ring facilities, it became clear that the em-
ployment of contrast techniques using the real, phase-
shifting part of the refractive index is of importance for
mainly two reasons: (1) The employment of phase con-
trast techniques can lead to a tremendous reduction of
the x-ray dose applied to a specimen.8–10 (2) Away from
element absorption edges, phase shift is dominating with
increasing photon energy, especially for multi-keV and
hard x rays.

A phase contrast technique for full-field imaging mi-
croscopy was first outlined for soft x rays by Schmahl
et al.,11,12 who used, analogous to the Zernike-type phase
0740-3232/2002/040797-10$15.00 ©
contrast setup13 for visible light, a phase-shifting plate in
the back focal plane of the objective zone plate (ZP). In
scanning-type microscopes, a variety of techniques have
been used to detect the differential phase response of the
specimen refracted light. Morrison et al.14,15 and Chap-
man et al.16 demonstrated differential phase contrast and
dark-field imaging using a CCD camera17,18 to collect the
entire two-dimensional pattern for each pixel of the raster
scan in the far field of the specimen. Polack et al.19 and
Joyeux et al.20 proposed and carried out experiments on
x-ray differential interference contrast (DIC) using a
Young’s-type slit setup in combination with a configured
detector. Davis et al.21,22 proved differential phase con-
trast by using double-crystal optics in the hard-x-ray
range. The development of highly coherent third-
generation synchrotron radiation sources made a variety
of phase contrast techniques possible, including hologra-
phy and phase contrast tomography.23–30

Our purpose in this work is to demonstrate the feasi-
bility of x-ray DIC generated by a twin zone plate (TZP)
setup. The use of two ZP setups for visible-light
2002 Optical Society of America
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interferometry,31–33 metrology,34–36 and optical sensing37

dates back to a few decades ago. The principle of using
TZPs for interferometry with multi-keV x rays was de-
scribed recently.38

The appeal of this contribution arises from recently
achieved advances in lithography and nanostructuring
techniques,39 which made it possible to generate special
TZPs for multi-keV x rays. The ZPs are transverse to the
optical axis and displaced in the order of their optical
resolution of approximately 200 nm, which also means
that the Airy disks of their focal spots are displaced
within the optical resolution. Thus the wave-front divi-
sion by the TZP can be used for differential imaging with
x rays, intrinsically taking advantage of the high optical
resolution achievable with ZPs.40

We can anticipate the following advantages of using a
TZP for x-ray DIC imaging: (1) The alignment of the TZP
is comparatively uncomplicated and similar to that of a
single ZP. (2) This DIC technique is usable for both
complementary x-ray imaging techniques, i.e., the full-
field imaging and scanning types. (3) The images are on-
line visible. (4) Because of small shear of the wave-front
division and small optical path differences, this method
makes no use of coherence of the x-ray beam and can also
be used with incoherent sources. Indeed, a ZP requires
monochromatic light for diffraction-limited imaging given
by E/DE > N, where E is the photon energy and N is the
number of zones.

We focus in Section 2 on imaging properties and char-
acterization of the TZPs for differential imaging. In Sec-
tion 3, we describe and discuss experiments performed
with x-ray microscopes at the ID21 beamline41 of the Eu-
ropean Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF).42 In Sec-
tion 4, we discuss and conclude the experimental results.

2. IMAGE FORMATION WITH THE TWIN
ZONE PLATE
ZPs are circular diffraction gratings with radially increas-
ing line density that generate focal spots given by43

fm 5 2rDr/~lm ! 5 r2/~lNm !, (1)

where l denotes the wavelength, fm is the focal length in
the mth diffraction order, Dr is the outer zone width, r is
the radius of the ZP, and N is the total number of zones.
Thus ZPs have, as expected from the diffraction principle,
an infinite number of foci. The spot size dm in the
mth-order focused beam is determined by its diffraction-
limited resolution d i,m given by the numerical aperture of
the optic, the geometrical demagnified source size dr , and
the chromatic aberration dc :

dm 5 @d i,m
2 1 dr

2 1 dc
2#1/2

5 @~1.22Dr/m !2 1 dr
2 1 ~DDE/E !2#1/2, (2)

where D equals the diameter of the ZP and DE/E is the
energy resolution of the monochromator. dr

2 is a function
depending on the geometry of the setup. For a scanning-
type microscope, it equals ( sq/p)2, where s is the source
size, p is the source-to-ZP distance, and q is the ZP-to-
sample distance. For the full-field imaging type, it is a
function of the detector geometry and its pixel size Dp :
dr 5 Dp /(Vm), where V is the magnification of the image
by the objective ZP.44

The depth of focus (DOF) of a ZP in the 11 diffraction
order is given by

DOF 5 62Dr2/l. (3)

A. Interferometry with a Twin Zone Plate
A ZP splits an incident plane wave into a (zero-order)
plane wave and a set of spherical waves (61 and higher
orders). A second ZP placed close to the first one inter-
acts with x rays coming from the first ZP and generates
an additional set of plane and spherical waves that can
interfere with the wave fronts of the first ZP. The com-
plex situation of interference of all these waves is shown
in Fig. 1, where (n, m) denotes the interference of order n
of the first ZP and order m of the second ZP.

Assuming that spurious diffraction orders higher than
11 are blocked by an order-sorting aperture, only four
waves [(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), and (1, 1)] propagate in the im-
age space. Relevant for the DIC image formation are the
combinations (1, 0) and (0, 1). (0, 0) can be blocked by a
central stop close to the image plane, and (1, 1) can be
blocked in a scanning-type microscope by an order-sorting
aperture downstream of the TZP. In the case of a full-
field imaging microscope (TXM), (1, 1) cannot be easily re-
moved and gives a weak background signal. (0, 1) and (1,
0) generate an interference pattern, which is superposed
onto the absorption contrast image.

Shape, distance, and orientation of fringes depend
strongly on the displacement vector (Dx, Dy, Dz) of the
two ZPs. For the relevant case of a pure, in-plane dis-
placement perpendicular to the optical axis with Dz 5 0,
a fringe pattern of nearly straight lines is observed, which
is described, with (x, y, z) as coordinates in the recording
plane and s as an integer, by45

~Dx /z !x 1 ~Dy /z !y 5 sl. (4)

The distance D between neighboring lines is equal to

D 5 lz/~Dx
2 1 Dy

2!1/2, (5)

where z 5 0 is located in the back focal plane of the TZP.

Fig. 1. X-ray interference imaging with a twin zone plate (TZP).
Beam splitting accomplished by ZP1 and ZP2 generates four
waves in the image space. Apertures (not shown) block all com-
binations of diffraction orders other than (0, 1) and (1, 0), result-
ing in interference of two spherical waves originating from P1
and P2. The lateral displacement of P1 and P2 is of the same
value, a, as that denoting the spacing of ZP1 and ZP2.
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Thus an interference pattern generated by a TZP al-
lows for complete control of fringe orientation and spacing
if it is possible to control the distance vector between both
ZPs with sufficient accuracy.

B. Differential Interference Imaging with a Twin Zone
Plate
Differential imaging means that the lateral image sepa-
ration is smaller than the optical resolution of the imag-
ing optics or, in terms of a scanning probe geometry, that
the distance of the maxima of the Airy disks of both ZPs is
smaller than their optical resolution.

With use of the full-field imaging geometry as described
below, the image field �I is given by �I 5 �pz/f, where
the diameter of the order-sorting aperture is �p . As-
suming for simplicity that the ZPs are displaced only in
the x direction, the condition for the necessary displace-
ment can be described as

Dx , 2rDr/�p . (6)

ZP imaging fulfills this condition when the lateral dis-
placement of the two ZPs is of the order of the outermost
zone width Dr.

In addition, the separation Dz of the ZPs along the op-
tical axis has to be well within the DOF. Otherwise, two
differently sized images would be observed. According to
Eq. (3), this leads to the condition

Dz , 4Dr2/l. (7)

C. Coherence Considerations
To understand why DIC imaging with ZPs in the de-
scribed geometry setup works, one has to consider the re-
quirements that this method places on both spatial and
temporal coherence of the light source.

1. Spatial Coherence
The van Cittert–Zernike theorem applied to the case of a
circular light source of diameter d located a distance L
from a plane of observation gives a limit for the coher-
ently illuminated field D (Ref. 46):

D 5 0.61
Ll

d/2
. (8)

On the other hand, the spatial resolution of a ZP is, ac-
cording to the Rayleigh criterion, determined by d
5 1.22Dr [from Eq. (2), considering an ideal point source
and negligible monochromatic aberration].

Figure 2 illustrates the situation for microscope imag-
ing. If we consider the object plane as being composed of
small sources with diameter d 5 d, each such element
will in a first-order approximation produce a diffraction-
limited image in the image plane. For large magnifica-
tions, L ' f, and using Eqs. (1) and (8) gives

D 5 2r. (9)

The diameter of the coherently illuminated field equals
the diameter of the ZP. Thus a ZP is coherently illumi-
nated by a source with a diameter corresponding to the
diffraction-limited resolution element of the ZP itself. In
other words, a light source that is an Airy pattern gener-
ated by diffraction-limited optics is intrinsically coherent.
This statement is not limited to ZPs but holds for all types
of imaging optics. Applied to DIC imaging, the derived
results mean that if the separation of the two superim-
posed images is below the resolution limit, i.e.,

Dx , d 5 1.22Dr, (10)

where Dx denotes the shift with respect to the image
plane, then one can understand that the two images will
interfere without further considerations or restrictions to
the spatial coherence properties of the illuminating
source. The essential information given by relation (10)
is that interferometric operation in differential imaging
will not be affected by the degree of spatial coherence de-
livered by the illumination.

The described experiments were carried out by using a
TZP having a shift Dx ' Dr/2, so that the necessary con-
ditions concerning differential imaging and spatial coher-
ence are fulfilled.

2. Temporal Coherence
Because of the fact that the image-forming process is dif-
fraction when ZPs are used for imaging, the focal length
is a function of the wavelength [see Eq. (1)], which can be
treated as a strong monochromatic aberration. Figure 3
shows Fresnel’s zone construction and can be used to ex-
plain the monochromaticity necessary for diffraction-
limited ZP imaging.

Assuming a point on the optical axis as object, the
shortest optical path from object plane to image plane is
that along the optical axis. All other paths show an ad-
ditional length given by (l/2) times zone number. Hence
the maximum path-length difference Dsmax is

Fig. 2. The limit for a spatially coherent illuminated field D
equals the ZP diameter 2r when the source diameter d is given
by the spatial resolution d, assuming that the illuminating
source is located close to the front focal plane (as for microscopy).

Fig. 3. Illustration of effective radius reff of a TZP for calcula-
tions of desired monochromaticity and temporal coherence. ZP1
(ZP2) 5 first (second) ZP, for interference contrast x-ray micros-
copy, r 5 radius of the two identical ZPs, and Dx 5 lateral shift
of the ZPs.
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Dsmax 5
l

2
N, (11)

where N denotes the total number of zones. The addi-
tional optical path-length differences introduced by the
specimen’s structure is negligible in terms of coherence
considerations for almost all objects in x-ray microscopy:
Assuming a typical object thickness ('10 mm) and varia-
tion of the real part of the refractive index ('1024) leads
to optical path-length differences in the nanometer range,
corresponding to a few wavelengths, which is small com-
pared with the number resulting from the monochroma-
ticity desired for ZP imaging. For the observation of con-
structive interference of light coming from all zones in the
image plane, the condition for the coherence length lcoh of
the illuminating light is

lcoh > Dsmax . (12)

If we consider the general formula lcoh 5 l2/(2Dl) for the
coherence length, where Dl denotes the FWHM of the
spectral distribution, Eq. (11) for the maximum path-
length difference results in

lcoh 5
l2

2Dl
>

l

2
N 5 Dsmax , (13)

which finally gives

l

Dl
> N (14)

(cf. Ref. 38). For example, the monochromaticity that
has to be achieved by an appropriate monochromator
should at least be as high as the number of zones. For
interference imaging with two ZPs, the lateral displace-
ment of the ZPs leads to further constraints. In the
above given model, calculations for time-coherent illumi-
nation of two ZPs shifted with respect to each other have
to take into consideration all parts of both ZPs. In the
case of two ZPs with equal radius r and small distance
along the optical axis, an effective radius reff may be in-
troduced. From Fig. 3, it can be derived that here reff is

reff 5 r 1 Dx. (15)

The number of zones N and the radius r of a ZP are re-
lated by44

N 5
r2

lf
. (16)

In a first-order approximation, this gives

Neff 5
reff

2

lf
5

~r 1 Dx !2

lf
(17)

for the effective zone number Neff and

DN 5 Neff 2 N 5
~2r 1 Dx !Dx

lf
(18)

for the number of additional zones. In practical cases,
one can assume that r @ Dx, so that

DN '
2rDx

lf
. (19)
For differential imaging, Dx < Dr, and Eq. (1) and rela-
tion (19) give for a maximum value Dx 5 Dr the relation

DN ' 1, (20)

which is obvious from a geometrical point of view if one
treats the two ZPs as being located in the same plane per-
pendicular to the optical axis. The effective zone number
Neff , which determines the requirements of DIC imaging
to the temporal coherence and thus the monochromaticity
of the illumination, is

Neff 5 N 1 DN 5 N 1 1 ' N. (21)

The approximation N 1 1 ' N assumes large zone num-
bers, which is valid for typical ZPs implemented in x-ray
microscopy, where N exceeds 100.

From the above given calculations, it can be stated that
the requirements concerning temporal coherence needed
for DIC with TZPs are satisfied when the monochromatic-
ity of the illumination is sufficient for diffraction-limited
imaging, that is, l/Dl > N. Thus no precautions with
respect to the spectrum of the illuminating source other
than those for ‘‘normal’’ ZP imaging have to be considered.

D. Generation and Image Performance of the Twin
Zone Plate
Following the above considerations, we fabricated TZPs
in Au with the following geometrical characteristics at a
photon energy of 4 keV: 37.75 mm in radius, first-order
focal length of 50 mm, outermost zone width of 200 nm,
and zone height of 420 nm. The ZPs were built by
electron-beam lithography and electroplating on both
sides of a 1-mm-thick Si3N4 window. The nominal dis-
placement of the two ZPs was less than 100 nm.

The theoretical first-order diffraction efficiency (that is,
the fraction of the incoming light diffracted in the first or-
der) of each ZP is 14%; the zero-order contribution is cal-
culated to be 35%.

For the calculation of the total diffraction efficiency of
the TZP, the zero-order transmissions of the two ZPs also
have to be taken into account (zero order passing through
the first ZP and diffracted in first order by the second ZP
plus first order of the first ZP; that is, weakened by the
zero-order transmission of the second ZP). The total dif-
fraction efficiency htot can be expressed as

htot 5 tZP1hZP2 1 tZP2hZP1 , (22)

where the transmission of the first (second) ZP is tZP1
(tZP2) and the diffraction efficiency of the first (second) ZP
is hZP1 (hZP2).

This consideration is based on the fact that the diffrac-
tion of both ZPs can be treated as independent. The
measured first-order diffraction efficiency of the TZP is
9.6% at 4 keV, which is close to the theoretically expected
value. The efficiency value was acquired by measuring
the first-order flux through an aperture in the back focal
plane of the TZP and normalizing it with the flux through
an aperture with the same diameter as that of the TZP.

The optical resolution was measured by imaging a W
Siemens star with a full-field imaging microscope (TXM)
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(see Subsection 3.A). The Siemens star is 20 mm in di-
ameter and 300 nm in thickness and has 36 spokes with
line widths varying from 2 mm down to 0.1 mm. From the
x-ray image shown in Fig. 4, periods of approximately 320
nm could be resolved.

3. DIFFERENTIAL INTERFERENCE
MICROSCOPY WITH MULTI-keV PHOTONS
The experiments were performed at the ID21 x-ray mi-
croscopy beamline41 at the ESRF. The x-ray beam at this
beamline is generated by a 1.6-m-long, 42-mm-period un-
dulator, which is here used at a photon energy of 4 keV.
With an undulator K value of 1.45, the measured
integrated flux is 7 3 1011 photons s21 (Si^111&BW)21

(200 mA)21 at a beam size of 0.5 mm 3 0.5 mm. The
x-ray source size (FWHM) at this photon energy is 140
mm horizontally and 24 mm vertically.

The beam is preconditioned by two bounce reflections
from two parallel, horizontally deflecting Ni-coated mir-
rors. At a glancing angle of 8 mrad, the Ni reflections
give a cutoff energy of 10 keV. This gives a total har-
monic suppression for 12-keV photons (third harmonic) of
better than 103 and greatly reduces the incident power on
the downstream optical components. Contributions of
the second harmonic at 8 keV are suppressed by a Si^111&
crystal monochromator. The bremsstrahlung and scat-
tered radiation is separated from the offset undulator ra-
diation by passage through a narrow hole in a tungsten
block in combination with a collimator. This allows for a
tremendous reduction of downstream radiation shielding
and offers relatively free access to the microscope during
experiments.

The ID21 beamline houses two x-ray microscopes on
two independent branch lines: a scanning x-ray micro-
scope (SXM) on the direct branch and a full-field imaging

Fig. 4. X-ray image of a W Siemens star taken with the full-field
imaging microscope (TXM) in differential interference contrast
(DIC) mode. The Siemens star with 20-mm diameter and 36
spokes with line widths varying from 2 to 0.1 mm served as a test
specimen to measure the optical resolution. Periods of 320 nm
could be resolved.
microscope (TXM) on a side branch. Both microscopes
were used for proving the feasibility of DIC with TZPs at
4-keV photon energy.

A. Differential Interference Contrast X-Ray Imaging
with a Full-Field Imaging Microscope
The full-field imaging microscope, or TXM, works simi-
larly to a visible-light transmission microscope, despite
the fact that ZPs are used as focusing optics: The x-ray
beam is monochromatized by a Si crystal monochromator
with an energy resolution of 0.7 eV at a photon energy of
4 keV.47 A condenser ZP focuses the x-ray beam onto the
sample. A high-optical-resolution ZP downstream of the
sample then generates a magnified image onto a CCD
camera. When the TXM is operated in DIC mode (see
Fig. 5a), the TZP is placed as the imaging objective behind
the sample and (0, 1) and (1, 0) wave fronts generate the
image within the (0, 0) contribution of the condenser illu-

Fig. 5. a, Optical scheme of the TXM used for the x-ray DIC im-
aging at the ID21 x-ray microscopy beamline of the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility. The x-ray beam from the source
is monochromatized by a Si crystal monochromator (not included
in the sketch) and focused by a condenser optic onto the sample.
The TZP upstream of the sample generates a magnified image,
which is detected by a CCD camera. b, Because of the small nu-
merical aperture of the condenser illumination, the 11-order im-
age is overlapped with the 21-order projection. Therefore a pin-
hole is aligned slightly off axis close to the sample in order to
separate the 11 and 21 order. CS stands for central stop, and
CZP refers to the condenser ZP.
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mination. Operation of the TXM with partially coherent
or incoherent illumination in DIC mode is possible, as ex-
plained in Section 2.

The condenser ZP currently in use has a diameter of 1.2
mm, an outermost zone width DrN 5 826 nm, and a focal
length of 3630 mm. The measured photon flux in the fo-
cal spot at 4 keV is 3 3 108 photons s21 (Si^111&BW)
(200 mA)21. Because of the mismatch of the numerical
apertures of condenser and imaging objective and the
small numerical aperture of the condenser, the 11-order
image would be overlapped with the 21-order projection
with slightly different magnification. Therefore an off-
axis geometry was applied by introducing a 50-mm-
diameter aperture off axis close to the sample, as shown
in Fig. 5b, in order to separate the (11, 0) and (0, 11)
wave fronts from the (0, 0), (21, 0), and (0, 21) wave
fronts.48 This introduces a weak, oblique illumination
and limits the usable image field. (0, 0) contributions are
blocked by a central stop close to the CCD, which was a
Princeton CCD (EEV chip with 1340 3 1240 pixels and a
pixel size of 20 mm 3 20 mm) coupled by a two-stage
visible-light optical system to a Gd2O2S:Tb powder phos-
phor screen with a thickness of 10 mm.49,50

As a good test object for phase-sensitive imaging at 4
keV, poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) structures with a
thickness t 5 2 mm are used. The phase-shifting, real
part of these structures is, at a photon energy of 4 keV, 2
orders of magnitude higher (d 5 1.68 3 1025) than the
absorbing, imaginary part (b 5 1.57 3 1027) of the re-
fractive index n 5 1 2 d 2 ib. Taking into account that
the transmission of PMMA is here 98.8%, one can expect
an increase in contrast when the x-ray DIC technique is
applied. The corresponding phase shift f 5 (2p/l)dt is
0.706 rad at 4-keV photon energy.

Figure 6 shows x-ray images documenting the drastic
increase in image contrast when the x-ray DIC technique

Fig. 6. Comparison of bright-field and DIC x-ray imaging. The
images show 2-mm-thick poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) test
structures with 98.8% transmission at a photon energy of 4 keV.
a, c, Bright-field images; b, d, DIC x-ray microscope images. Ex-
posure time was 20 s, and field of view was 20 mm in diameter.
is applied (Figs. 6b and 6d) compared with that for ab-
sorption contrast imaging (Figs. 6a and 6c). The three-
dimensional appearance (shadowing) of the structures is
similar to that in differential interference imaging tech-
niques for visible light on account of the directionality of
the differential image shift. The intensity distribution
caused by the DIC is visualized in the contour plot of Fig.
7a with ZPs displaced in the upper left to lower right di-
rection. The line plot across the letter as shown in Fig.
7b demonstrates enhancement in image contrast when
the optical path changes (here as a result of change in
thickness at the edge of the structure).

Biological samples typically consist of elements with
low atomic numbers and can therefore hardly be visual-
ized with sufficient image contrast in absorption with
multi-keV x rays. Figure 8 gives an example for the in-
crease in image contrast for biological samples when the
differential interference imaging is applied. The speci-
men was in this case a wing of a moth.

Fig. 7. a, Three-dimensional plot of the letter ‘‘3’’ in 2-mm-thick
PMMA resist as shown in Fig. 6b, which was derived from the
x-ray image in Fig. 6d. b, Line scan across the letter as indi-
cated in a, demonstrating the edge enhancement, which is typi-
cal for DIC imaging. To demonstrate the increase in image con-
trast, we plotted a line scan through the image of the same test
structure in bright-field or absorption contrast (see Fig. 6a).
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Fig. 8. a, Bright-field; b, x-ray DIC image showing microscopic details of a wing of a moth. Exposure time was 20 s, and field of view
was 20 mm in diameter.
B. Differential Interference Contrast Imaging with a
Scanning X-Ray Microscope
In the scanning x-ray microscope (SXM), a single ZP
forms a microprobe, and the sample is scanned across the
probe. In the SXM, the optical resolution is a function of
the diffraction-limited resolution of the ZP convoluted
with functions describing the energy resolution and the fi-

Fig. 9. Optical scheme of the scanning x-ray microscope (SXM)
setup in DIC mode. CS is the central stop that blocks zero-order
light, and OSA is the order-sorting aperture that blocks wave
fronts other than (1, 0) and (0, 1).

Fig. 10. a, Image of the 11 order of a single ZP. The image was
acquired by raster-scanning a photodiode with a 50-mm aperture
in front across the first-order cone of the single ZP. b, Corre-
sponding image of the 11 order of the TZP with interference
fringes that are due to the phase modulation by the two ZPs.
nite source size of the x-ray beam [see Eq. (2)]. Thus the
SXM configuration lends itself to the freedom of simulta-
neous use of different detectors.

Assuming that the image is formed entirely from the
specimen attenuation at each pixel of the raster scan, the
scanning transmission x-ray microscope delivers, simi-
larly to the TXM, a bright-field image. This assumption
is valid when the detector is large enough in diameter to
integrate all light diffracted by the specimen.51,52 The
situation is different when a configured detector is used
and only a part of the phase response of the sample is
used for the image formation.

In the scanning transmission microscope setup53 used
at the ID21 beamline at the ESRF, the TZP was intro-
duced at a distance of 53 m from the source. Monochro-
maticity of DE/E 5 1 3 1024 was provided by a Si^111&
double-crystal monochromator. According to Eq. (2), the
TZP forms two closely spaced diffraction-limited spots,
which generate an interference pattern in the far-field de-
tector plane, as shown in Fig. 9. A 10-mm-diameter

Fig. 11. Line scan across the interference fringes in the 11 or-
der of the TZP related to Fig. 10. The amplitude difference be-
tween bright and dark parts of the interference pattern is more
than 4 orders of magnitude. Intensity is given in units of counts
per second.
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Fig. 12. a, SXM image of a letter structure in 2-mm-thick PMMA in bright-field mode. The field of view is 20 mm
3 20 mm, the pixel size is 100 nm 3 100 nm, and the dwell time is 50 ms per pixel. The image contrast is 1.5%. b, Same structure
in DIC mode with a contrast of 25%, proving that the x-ray DIC technique can also be applied to scanning transmission x-ray microscopy.
order-sorting aperture upstream of the sample blocks
spurious diffraction orders of the two ZPs and extracts
only the (1, 0) and (0, 1) wave fronts. A Si photodiode
with a 50-mm aperture in front was placed on one flank of
an interference fringe in order to be highly sensitive to
shifts of the fringes related to optical path differences in-
troduced by the raster-scanned specimen. On account of
the off-axis alignment of the aperture diode, no central
stop was introduced in the optical scheme to block the (0,
0) contribution.

Figure 10b shows a raster scan of the aperture detector
across the first-order diffracted light of the TZP, demon-
strating the strong phase modulation. For comparison a
raster scan across a single ZP with the same parameters
generated under identical conditions is shown in Fig. 10a.
The phase modulation leads to an intensity variation of
more than 104, as plotted in Fig. 11.

Figure 12 is a SXM image of the same PMMA structure
as that in Fig. 6d taken at 4-keV photon energy with a
dwell time of 50 ms/pixel and a pixel size of 100 nm. As
in the full-field imaging setup, we observe a contrast of
more than 25% compared with 1.5% in bright-field imag-
ing mode, demonstrating that this DIC technique can also
effectively be applied to SXMs. This technique is there-
fore the first differential imaging technique that is suited
for both types of x-ray microscope.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this contribution, we have described high-resolution
x-ray imaging using differential interference contrast
(DIC) with two complementary microscopy geometries:
full-field imaging and scanning types.

We proved with both microscope setups that the x-ray
DIC method using twin zone plates (TZPs) leads to a sig-
nificant increase in image contrast. Different from the
Nomarski DIC method for visible light, this technique, us-
ing monochromatic light, is capable of providing quanti-
tative specimen information in combination with, for ex-
ample, x-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy or x-ray
fluorescence. The image formation is on line and does
not require after-the-fact data analysis to extract the
phase information. The visible image depends on the ori-
entation of the specimen with respect to the wave-front
shear direction. The directionality (‘‘shadowing’’) can be
eliminated by acquiring images at different specimen ori-
entations and using data processing.54

In addition, the x-ray DIC using TZPs is easy to set up
and can be used in any standard transmission x-ray mi-
croscope with no other precaution than that for a single
zone plate (ZP). Though the experiments here were per-
formed at 4-keV photon energy, this technique can be ex-
tended to any photon energy range, where ZPs with ap-
propriate imaging performance can be generated
(currently approximately 0.03–30 keV).

A difficulty with this technique is the fabrication of the
TZP, especially the need for accuracy in aligning the two
ZPs, which currently limits the achievable spatial resolu-
tion. Higher-resolving TZPs are expected with the appli-
cation of new x-ray lithography and nanostructuring tech-
niques. Combination of both ZPs of the TZP into a single
ZP would solve this problem and is in preparation.
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